Treatment of localized neuropathic pain after disk herniation with 5% lidocaine medicated plaster
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Objective: To assess treatment with the 5% lidocaine medicated plaster for peripheral neuropathic pain after disk herniation.

Study design: Case series, single center, retrospective data.

Patients and methods: Data of 23 patients treated for neuropathic pain with the lidocaine plaster for up to 24 months after a protrusion or prolapse of the cervical, thoracic, or lumbar vertebral disks were retrospectively analyzed. Changes in overall pain intensity, in intensity of different pain qualities and of allodynia and hyperalgesia were evaluated.

Results: Patients (14 female/nine male, mean age 53.5 ± 10.4 years) presented with radiating pain into the abdomen, back, neck, shoulder, or legs and feet with a mean pain intensity of 8.3 ± 1.5 on the 11-point Likert scale. Mean treatment duration was 7.6 months; 52% of the patients received lidocaine plaster as monotherapy. At the end of the observation, mean overall pain intensity had been reduced to 3.1 ± 1.8. All other parameters also improved. The treatment was well tolerated.

Conclusion: These results point to a safe and effective treatment approach with 5% lidocaine medicated plaster for localized neuropathic pain related to disk herniation. However, owing to the small sample size, further investigation in a larger-scale controlled trial is warranted.
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Introduction

Neuropathic pain has recently been redefined as “pain arising as a direct consequence of a lesion or disease affecting the somatosensory system.”¹,² It can be of peripheral or central origin depending on the location of the lesion or disease within the nervous system, with distinct differences regarding underlying pathophysiology, clinical manifestations, and treatment requirements.³ Neuropathic pain affects up to 8% of the general European population⁴ and is considered under-recognized and often undertreated.⁵ Health-related quality of life is often markedly impaired⁵,⁶ and the economic burden is substantial.⁵

The topical analgesic 5% lidocaine medicated plaster (Versatis®, Grünenthal GmbH, Aachen, Germany) has been shown efficacious and safe in relieving neuropathic pain in pain syndromes such as postherpetic neuralgia⁷,⁸ and diabetic polyneuropathy,⁸ and is recommended as first-line treatment for localized, peripheral neuropathic pain.⁹ Beneficial effects have also been observed in other primarily neuropathic conditions such as painful idiopathic sensory polyneuropathy, complex regional pain syndrome, carpal tunnel syndrome sequelae, and postsurgical and post-traumatic pain or mixed pain conditions such as low back pain;¹⁰ however, earlier low
back pain studies have lacked a clear diagnosis concerning
the origin of pain and their findings therefore need to be
interpreted with caution.10

Pain relief using a 5% lidocaine medicated plaster at the
site of pain is achieved by a dual mode of action: the plaster
itself provides the perception of immediate cooling and
mechanical protection and its active compound lidocaine
acts pharmacologically as a voltage-gated sodium channel
inhibitor, stabilizing the neuronal membrane potential on
abnormally excited A-delta and C fibers.10 This latter mode
of action of lidocaine is still not fully understood and is being
discussed in the scientific community.

Disk herniation is the most common cause of radicular
pain; inflammation of the affected nerve as well as compres-
sion of a dorsal root ganglion all appear to play a part in
generating pain.11 As the 5% lidocaine medicated plaster has
proven beneficial in other neuropathic pain conditions,10 the
authors considered it might also provide relief for peripheral
radiating neuropathic pain after disk herniation. We therefore
retrospectively analyzed data on the use of lidocaine plaster
in the treatment of this type of pain.

Methods
This study was a retrospective analysis of all patients treated
for radiating neuropathic pain following a protrusion or
prolapse of the cervical, thoracic, or lumbar vertebral disks
with the 5% lidocaine medicated plaster at the Center for
Interdisciplinary Pain Therapy and Palliative Medicine in
Klagenfurt, Austria. Only patients with a diagnosis of disk
herniation with radiating neuropathic pain were included;
patients with neuropathic pain resulting from other causes –
for example, postsurgical/scar pain – were excluded from
the analysis. The use of up to three plasters was permitted for
the maximum of 12 hours, with plaster-free intervals of at least
12 hours. Patients had been assessed at monthly intervals for
a period of 6 months then followed up for up to 24 months.
Data had been collected by the attending clinicians using
standardized forms and included basic demographic infor-
mation, lidocaine plaster treatment details, concomitant
medications, pain intensity, presence/absence of allodynia,
hyperalgesia and pain qualities such as burning pain, and the
occurrence of adverse events. All pain parameters were rated
on an 11-point Likert scale (0 = not present, 10 = worst pos-
sible state; eg, worst imaginable pain for the pain-intensity
parameter).

Data were retrieved from the center’s database and
retrospectively analyzed by one researcher; this analysis
was approved by the center’s ethics committee. Data were
described as mean ± standard deviation or number of patients.
All data are “as observed”; missing data were not imputed.

Results
A total of 23 patients (14 female/nine male) were included
in this analysis. Their mean age was 53.5 ± 10.4 years. Eight
patients suffered from comorbidities (diabetes, hypertension
[two patients], Still’s disease, cancer [two], status post-carpal
tunnel syndrome, status post- chest surgery). All patients suf-
f ered from neuropathic pain after a protrusion or prolapse of
the cervical, thoracic, or lumbar vertebral disks. The pain was
localized, radiating into the abdominal region (one patient),
neck (three), shoulder (three), back (seven), or legs and feet
(nine). Two patients had a medical history of laminec tomy,
however, their radiating neuropathic pain was considered
unrelated to surgery. Mean pain intensity at baseline was
8.3 ± 1.5 on the 11-point Likert scale and mean pain duration
was 9.13 ± 7.84 years. Five patients (21.7%) presented with
alldyn ia and seven patients (30.4%) had hy peralgesia. The
majority of patients suffered from burning pain (69.6%) and
neuralgic aching/radiating pain (91.3%).

The 5% lidocaine medicated plaster was administered
as monotherapy to twelve patients (52.2%) and as add-on
to pre-existing pain medication to eleven patients (47.8%),
eight of whom used one additional analgesic and the other
three used more than one. The additional analgesics included
gabapentin (one patient), tricyclic antidepressants (two
patients; amitriptyline), nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs (five patients; diclofenac, naproxen, mefenamic
acid), and opioids (five patients; tramadol, transdermal
buprenorphine, oxycodone, hydromorphone, morphine
hydrochloride). Mean duration of treatment with the
5% lidocaine medicated plaster was 7.6 months (range
1–24 months). One patient discontinued plaster treatment
after 1 month and a second discontinued after 2 months.
The remaining 21 patients (91.3%) completed the 6-month
observation period and eight patients (34.8%) administered
the plaster for 12 or more months. The majority of the
patients (78.3%) administered only one plaster per day and
the remaining five patients (21.7%) used two plasters. The
plasters were applied to the painful region – that is, to the
neck, shoulder, back, or legs/feet.

Overall pain intensity and intensity of the two most
prominent pain qualities, burning pain and neuralgic aching/
radiating pain, markedly decreased following treatment
with 5% lidocaine medicated plaster and remained at a low
level throughout the observation period with final values of
3.1 ± 1.8 for overall pain intensity, 2.0 ± 2.0 for burning pain,
and 3.0 ± 1.7 for neuralgic aching/radiating pain at the end of observation (Figure 1). Improvement was also observed in the other parameters evaluated in this study: tingling sensation (pins and needles), from 1.0 ± 2.7 at baseline to 0.5 ± 1.3 at the end of observation; abnormal temperature sensation, from 1.1 ± 2.7 to 0.6 ± 1.4; paresthesias, from 1.5 ± 2.9 to 0.2 ± 0.7; hyperalgesia, from 2.4 ± 3.8 to 0.6 ± 1.3; and allodynia, from 1.8 ± 3.5 to 0.6 ± 1.3.

All 23 patients experienced marked reductions in pain intensity, independent of whether they presented with alldynia at baseline or not and including the two patients who discontinued the observation after 1 and 2 months, respectively. Alldynia markedly improved in the five patients presenting with this symptom at baseline but was still present after 6 months of treatment, though at a much lower intensity.

Administration of the 5% lidocaine medicated plaster was associated with five adverse events over the 6-month period. One case each of constipation, morning nausea, mild tachycardia, and mild stomach pains were reported in the first treatment month and one case of flatulence occurred in the second month; all adverse events were assessed as not being causally related to lidocaine plaster treatment.

**Discussion**

This retrospective analysis showed that administration of the 5% lidocaine medicated plaster led to a marked reduction in pain intensity and all other evaluated pain parameters in patients with disk herniation suffering primarily from burning and neuralgic aching/radiating pain. It should be noted that these patients were diagnosed with neuropathic pain following disk herniation; their pain did not arise because of surgical interventions or other indications. The treatment was well tolerated over a mean treatment period of 7.6 months. Most patients (78%) used only one plaster per day.

Approximately 30% of our patients suffered from back pain, whereas pain occurred in distant body parts in the remaining 70% (mainly lower extremities). It is likely that both nociceptive and neuropathic pain-generating mechanisms are involved in pain experienced by patients suffering from disk herniation. The pain is not due to a discharge exclusively in nociceptive afferents; rather, it is due to a heterospecific discharge in the affected nerve. Inflammation of the affected nerve, compression of a dorsal root ganglion, and, potentially, referred pain (through noxious stimulation of nerve endings within spinal structures such as disks, with pain spreading into the lower limbs) appear to play a part in generating pain.

To our knowledge, there are only a few case reports describing the treatment of neuropathic pain with 5% lidocaine medicated plaster after disk herniation. Most of the relevant literature— for example, studies on low back pain—does not include detailed primary diagnoses of the patients. A positive response to treatment was reported in a small case series of four patients suffering from low back pain. The combination of lidocaine plaster and gabapentin relieved burning pain in one patient with a herniated disk (L4–L5), and the addition of the plaster to the pain treatment regimen of one patient with a bulging disk (no frank herniation) also “helped about 80%.”

In a recent larger case series including patients with chronic low back pain with neuropathic components, 76% of the patients were judged much or very much improved following treatment with 5% lidocaine medicated plaster as determined by the Clinical Global Impression of Change. From the primary diagnosis of these cases we could only conclude for one patient without doubt that the neuropathic low back pain was related to disk herniation (discopathy). This patient showed much improvement under lidocaine plaster treatment.

The presence of alldynia has been shown to be a positive predictor for treatment success with the 5% lidocaine medicated plaster in neuropathic pain patients with various etiologies. However, in the present patient population, overall pain intensity was reduced regardless of whether patients presented with alldynia at the start of treatment. This finding is in agreement with Nicolaou et al’s study in which it was observed that low back pain case reports did not show a clear association between the presence of alldynia and a positive treatment outcome, and patients without alldynia responded equally to treatment with the 5% lidocaine medicated plaster. Further studies are warranted to investigate the relationship between the presence of alldynia and treatment outcome and to assess alldynia outcome itself under treatment with 5% lidocaine medicated plaster.
Conclusion

Although the number of patients evaluated in this study was small, the results are promising and point to a safe and effective treatment approach for the pain related to this disabling localized neuropathic pain condition. Further larger-scale and well-controlled trials investigating the use of the 5% lidocaine medicated plaster for peripheral neuropathic pain following disk herniation are warranted.
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